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Abstract: 

This paper proposes a new control method of three 

phase active power filter for reducing the source 

current harmonics for nonlinear loads. The control 

strategy includes the dq transformations and hysteresis 

technique for current injection. Renewable energy 

source (solar energy) is used as a backup device for 

converter. Dc voltage deviations due to harmonic 

injections are tracked by using Artificial neural 

neteworks and fuzzy logic controller. The proposed 

work is implemented on MATLAB simulation 

software. 
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I .INTRODUCTION: 

Active power filters (APFs) have been developed and 

put into practical use for reducing the harmonic current 

produced by harmonic-producing loads in power 

systems [1], [2]. An APF reduces the source harmonic 

current by absorbing harmonic current which is anti-

phase from the harmonic currents drawn by the 

harmonic-producing load. The APF requests a high-

accuracy and a small-phase delay in the harmonic-

detection and the current-control circuit and/or method 

to improve the compensation performance [3], [4]. 

Various control methods have been proposed mainly to 

improve harmonic compensation characteristics [5]. 

Nakata etal.[6]have proposed the application of 

moving average filters to a  comprehensive harmonic 

detection method for reducing the steady-state error.  

 

 

 

The current control performance of the APF is also an 

important factor for the improvement of harmonic 

compensation characteristics. A deadbeat control 

method and a quadruple sampling technique for single-

phase APFs have been reported to expand the current 

control bandwidth. Any control method causes an 

amount of instantaneous active power flowing into/out 

of APFs, which is formed by the source voltage and 

the compensating current. Akagietal have reported that 

compensating only instantaneous reactive power 

causes no dc-capacitor voltage fluctuations. However, 

harmonic compensation performance decreases. On 

the other hand, dc-capacitor voltage control methods 

have also been discussed to improve the control 

stability and to reduce the voltage fluctuations. A 

control method using the Lyapunov function has been 

proposed to improve the stability of the feedback 

control of the dc-capacitor voltage against the quick 

reference change [7]. The authors have proposed a 

harmonic detection method for a single-phase APF, 

which can greatly reduce the capacitance value. The 

harmonic detection method in can control the energy 

flowing into the dc capacitor to be zero for one source 

cycle after the sudden load change. However, the 

harmonic detection method is not enough to decrease 

the voltage fluctuations in a three-phase APF because 

the transient voltage fluctuations is much greater than 

the voltage ripple in steady states. This paper proposes 

a new control method capable of reducing the 

capacitance value of the dc capacitor for three-phase 

APFs. 
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The proposed method employs a newly-developed k-

step compensator to reduce undesired energy flowing 

into or out of the dc capacitor. As a result, the 

proposed method makes it possible to restrain the 

voltage fluctuations across the dc capacitor even when 

a sudden load change occurs. Thus, the APF using the 

proposed method can continuously operate without 

overvoltage in transient states even when a small dc 

capacitor is employed [10]. This paper theoretically 

analyzes characteristics of the newly developed k-step 

compensator paying attention to the reducing 

performance of the voltage fluctuations. In   this paper, 

the harmonic detection method is referred to a two-

step compensator. 

 

Since the rapid development of the semiconductor 

industry, power electronics devices have gained 

popularity in our daily used electrical house-hold 

appliances. Although these power electronics devices 

have benefited the electrical and electronics industry, 

these devices are also the main source of power 

harmonics in the power system [8]. These power 

harmonics are called electrical pollution which will 

degrade the quality of the power supply. As a result, 

filtering process for these harmonics is needed in order 

to improve the quality of the power supply. Thus, 

active power filter seems to be a viable alternative for 

power conditioning to control the harmonics level in 

the power system nowadays. Power system normally 

operates at 50 or 60 Hz.  

 

However, saturated devices such as transformers, 

arching loads such as florescent lamp and power 

electronic devices will produce current and voltage 

components with higher frequencies into the power 

line. These higher frequencies of current and voltage 

components are known as the power harmonics. The 

harmonics disturbances in the power supply are caused 

by the nonlinearity characteristic of the loads. Due to 

the advantages in efficiency and controllability of 

power electronic devices, their applications can be 

found in almost all power levels.  

 

II.CONTROL OF HARMONICS: 

(A) Passive filters: 

Traditional solutions for these problems are power-

factor-correction (PFC) techniques, passive filters due 

to their easy design, simple structure, low cost and 

high efficiency. These usually consist of a bank of 

tuned LC filters to suppress current harmonics 

generated by nonlinear loads. Passive filters have 

many disadvantages, such as Resonance, Large size, 

fixed compensation character, possible overload, With 

the PFC approach, a PFC unit is usually in cascade in 

the energy pass, which processes all the power and 

corrects the current to unity power factor. Those kinds 

of approaches are usually suitable for low-power (less 

than 5kVA) applications 

.  

(B) Active filters: 

 To overcome the disadvantages due to Passive Filters, 

Active Power Filters (APFs) have been presented as a 

current-harmonic compensator for reducing the total 

harmonic distortion of the current and correcting the 

power factor of the input source. The Active Power 

Filter is connected in parallel with a nonlinear load. 

The approach is based on the principle of injecting 

harmonic current into the ac system, of the same 

amplitude and reverse phase to that of the load current 

harmonics [9]. This will thus result in sinusoidal line 

currents and unity power factor in the input power 

system. In this case, only a small portion of the energy 

is processed, which may result in overall higher energy 

efficiency and higher power processing capability. 

These kinds of approaches are applicable for low-

power (less than 5kVA) to high-power applications 

(around 100kVA).   

 
Figure 1:  Block diagram of proposed APF 
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A three-phase shunt APF is typically composed of a 

three-phase bridge converter and control circuitry. 

Most of theprevious control approaches need to sense 

the load current and calculate its harmonics and 

reactive components in order to generate the reference 

for controlling the current of a bridge converter. Those 

control methods require fast and real-time calculation; 

therefore, a high-speed digital microprocessor and 

high-performance A/D converters are necessary, which 

yields high cost, complexity, and low stability.  

 
Figure 2: Basic principle of harmonic currents 

compensations 

 

The harmonic current compensations by the active 

power filter are controlled in a closed loop manner. 

The active power filter will draw and inject the 

compensating current, If to the line based on the 

changes of the load in the power supply system. The 

supply line current, Is  is described by the following 

equation, 

Is  =   If  +   Il 

  

The line current,Is  is shaped to be sinusoidal by adding 

the compensating current, Ifinto the distorted load 

current, IL.  

 

III.CONTROL SCHEME OF ACTIVE POWER  

FILTERS: 

The main aim of an active power filter (APF) is to 

generate compensating currents into the power system 

for canceling the current harmonics contained in the 

nonlinear load current. This will thus result in 

sinusoidal line currents and unity power factor in the 

input power system. The exclusive features of this 

proposed PWM controlled APF are concluded as 

follows: 

 

(a) The reference frame transformation and a digital 

low pass filter are used to compute the harmonics of 

the nonlinear load current. 

 

(b) The voltage decouplers and pole-zero cancellation 

method are used in the current controllers of the active 

power filter to provide fast current harmonic 

compensation and simplify the control scheme. 

 

(c) The delay times of both current response of an 

active power filter and DC-link voltage feedback are 

considered. This results in decreasing the settling time 

of the DC-link voltage and reducing the high 

frequency current harmonic components of the power 

system. 

 
Figure 3: control block diagram of hysteresis 

controlled APF 

 

a b ce ,e ,e And af bf cfv ,v ,v  represent the phase voltages 

of a power system and the input voltages of a power 

converter, af bf cfi ,i ,i  and 2dcv denote the input currents 

of the active power filter and the DC-link voltage, 

respectively. Neglecting the reactors Ls  of the input 

power system, the differential equations of the three-

phase active Power filter can be described as follows. 
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Where 2C is the capacitance of the DC-link capacitor,

2R  and 2L  are the resistance and inductance of the 

active power filter line reactors, respectively, af , bf ,

cf are Switching functions, and the possible values are 

3

2

3

1
,0  and . For model analysis and controller 

design, the three-phase voltages, currents and 

switching functions can be transformed to a d-q-o 

rotating frame. This yields, 
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e is the frequency of the power system and the 

subscripts ‗d and ‗q‘ are used to denote the 

components of the d- and q-axis in the rotating frame, 

respectively. Equations will be used to derive the block 

diagram of the active power fitter and calculate the 

input voltage commands of power converter. 

 
Figure 4: Block diagram of d- and q-axis reference 

current of active power filter 

 
Figure 5: Control block diagram of d- and q- axis 

current controllers of active power filter. 

 

IV TEST SYSTEM MODEL: 

In the existing literature, the analytical model of an 

active power filter is complicated and is difficult for 

the design of current regulators and DC-link voltage 

regulators. To improve these disadvantages, a current 

controller with voltage decoupler is presented here to 

simplify the analytical model. This Section first 

discusses the time-delay concepts including reference 

current delay, current response delay and the DC-link 

voltage feedback delay. Considering these delay times, 

the analytical model and closed-loop transfer functions 

for the active power filter are then derived. Finally, the 

boundary conditions between the stable and unstable 

operations for the active power filter system are 

discussed in detail. 

 
Figure 6: hysteresis current controller 

 

Hysteresis current controller is used for pulse 

generation by using band width relay technology. The 

block diagram of a DC-link voltage regulator is shown 

in Figure. The proportional-integra1 controller )(sGdc

for the DC-link voltage control loop in equation.(3.18) 

has the Characteristic 
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The turn on and turn off instants of inverter switches 

should be such that the load and the connected RES 

could appear as balanced load to the system. The dc 

link voltage, Vdc  is sensed at a regular interval and is 

compared with its reference counterpartVdc
∗ . The error 

signal is processed in a PI-controller. The output of the 

pi controller is denoted asIm  

 
Figure 7:  control scheme of the model 

 

Total system is shown as five sub systems; those are 

Three-phase ac source, which is supplying for Non-

linear load. Active Power Filter (APF) ,that is 

connected parallel to the load and also PWM controller 

subsystem which is giving pulses to the APF such that 

it will inject compensation currents into the power line 

which are opposite in phase to the harmonic currents 

introduced by the nonlinear loads. Total controller 

subsystem will provide reference voltages to the PWM 

controller subsystem. Here the reference voltages are 

compared with the triangular wave which is having 

frequency of 10KHZ and produced the switching gate 

pulses for the power converter. 

 

PHOTOVOLTAIC CELL: 

A device that produces an electric reaction to light 

produces electricity. PV cells do not use the sun's heat 

to produce electricity. They produce electricity 

directly when sunlight inter acts with semi conductor 

materials in the PV cells. 

 
Photovoltaic cell equivalent circuit 

 

Fuzzy Logic Controllers: 

Introduction to Fuzzy Logic:The logic of an approximate 

reasoning continues to grow in importance, as it provides 

an in expensive solution for controlling know complex 

systems. Fuzzy logic controllers are already used in 

appliances washing g machine, refrigerator, vacuum 

cleaner etc. Computer subsystems (disk drive controller, 

power management) consumer electronics (video, 

camera, battery charger) C.D. Player etc. and so on in 

last decade, fuzzy controllers have convert adequate 

attention in motion control systems. As the later possess 

non-linear characteristics and a precise model is most 

often unknown. Remote controllers are increasingly 

being used to control a system from a distant place due to 

inaccessibility of the System or for comfort reasons. In 

this work a fuzzy remote controllers is developed for 

speed control of a converter fed dc motor. The 

performance of the fuzzy controller is compared with 

conventional P-I controller. 

 

 
Figure 8: Fuzzy inference system 
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3.1 ARTIFICIAL NEURONS AND HOW THEY  

WORK 

The fundamental processing element of a neural 

network is neurons. This building block of human 

awareness encompasses a few general capabilities. 

Basically, biological neurons receive inputs from other 

sources, combine them in some way, perform a 

generally nonlinear operation on the result, and then 

output the final result. Fig 6.1 shows the relationship 

of these four parts. Within humans there are many 

variations on this basic type of neurons, further 

complicating man‘s attempts at electrically replicating 

the process of   thinking. Yet, all natural neurons have 

the same four basic Components. These components 

are known by their biological names – dendrites, soma, 

axon, and synapses. Dendrites are hair-like extensions 

of the soma which act like input channels. These input 

channels receive their input through the synapses of 

other neurons. The soma then processes these 

incoming signals over time. The soma then turns that 

processed value into an output which is sent out to 

other neurons through the axon and the synapses. 

 
Fig 6: Artificial Neural Networks. 

 

Where x1, x2…..Xm are the m inputs  

Wk1 , Wk2,…. Wkm are weights attached to the input 

links 

For the above model 

Uk =   Wkj Xj m
j=1     

        (6.1) 

Vk = Uk + bk     

       (6.2) 

The bias bk has the effect of increasing or lowering the 

input of the activation function. 

 

yk = φ(Uk + bk)     (6.3) 

 

The weighted output signal vk is passed through an 

activation function and compared. If the output is greater 

than the activation function then vk is passed to the cell 

body (system) which is used to perform the required 

activity. 

 
Figure 9: Simulink Model of hysteresis Controlled APF 

for the Three-Phase Power System 

 

 
Figure 10: Simulink Model for d and q axis current 

controllers of APF 
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Figure 11: Simulink Model of PI controller based 

APF 

 

 
Figure 12: Simulink Model of fuzzy controller 

based APF 

 

 
Simulink Model of ANN controller based APF 

 

 

V. RESULTS: 

The obtained results of test system are 

 
Figure 13: Source current without filter 

 

 
Figure 14: THD without active filter 

 

 
Figure 13: Single phase source current with 

hysteresis technique usingPI controller 

 

 
Figure 15: Converter DC voltage under operating 

condition using PWM 
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Figure 16: THD with PI Controller 

 

 
Figure 17: Source current with fuzzy controller 

 

 
Figure 18: THD of source current using fuzzy 

controller 

 

 

 

 
 

Source current with ANN controller 

 
Figure 18: THD of source current using ANN 

 

Table 1: Comparison  Of THD’s 

 
 

VI.CONCLUSION: 

This project has proposed a new harmonic current 

detection method which can reduce the current 

harmonics and voltage fluctuations caused by 

nonlinear loads. The controller input signals are from 

dc bus voltage and load currents with changes when 

there are any external disturbances. by using general PI 

technique to the proposed detection technique the total 

harmonics distortion reduced to 6.13% from9.38%.  
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If the pulse generation technique is replaced by using 

FUZZY control the THD is reduced to 3.99%. and by 

using Artificial neural networks the THD is reduced to 

2.75% from the above results we can conclude that by 

using ANN based hysteresis current control technique 

we get better results. 
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